In recent years, the growth of the Internet along with multimedia data delivery, have caused the misuse and even alteration of the original digital content. As a security mechanism, digital watermarking has been used to protect digital content, traditionally in copyright protection applications, and more recently digital watermarking has been used in content enhancement applications. Regardless of the application, digital watermarking schemes always cause some level of signal degradation. There are however, certain applications as in the military or medical fields, where loss of information cannot be tolerated during the reconstruction of host signals, therefore conventional watermarking schemes do not satisfy the quality requirements. In order to reconstruct signals without loss of data, reversible watermarking is employed. Recent research in reversible watermarking has focused on either, the improvement of embedding capacity or the reduction of perceptual impact of the schemes, but scarcely exploring the robustness of reversible schemes. In this survey, we provide a deep review of reversible watermarking schemes and propose a new classification outline based on the robustness point of view. Finally, some future directions for reversible watermarking research are presented and open problems in robust reversible watermarking are outlined.
I. INTRODUCTION
Digital watermarking is the process of embedding additional information, i.e. digital watermarks, into carrier signals. These watermarks should, but do not need to be related to the carrier signal. Digital watermarks are transparent or invisible information patterns that are embedded into a signal, such as images, audio or video [1] . Although visible watermarks do exist, only invisible watermarks will be addressed in this work. Invisible watermarks are perceptible only under certain conditions, for example after applying their corresponding detection algorithm, otherwise, they are invisible. Traditionally, digital watermarking has been used in copyright protection, where the watermark contains information about the copyright owner, and embedded in the digital content, in order to prevent other parties from claiming the copyright [2] . More recently, digital watermarking has been considered to enrich The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Irene Amerini. multimedia content by embedding meta-data as the digital watermarks [3] , [4] .
Ideally, digital watermarking should not produce a noticeable distortion between the original and the watermarked signal, and the watermarks should be difficult to remove without damaging the host signal [5] . Depending on the application where the watermarking scheme will be used, sometimes the amount of information that can be embedded is also an important characteristic. So, it can be seen that there is a conflict between three properties in a watermarking scheme, namely imperceptibility, robustness, and payload capacity. A watermarking scheme that embeds a large amount of information or inserts information in an imperceptible manner is more susceptible to attacks, that is, some modifications to the watermarked signal will cause the extraction to fail. On the other hand, a scheme that resists a wide variety of attacks with an acceptable degree of imperceptibility will not be able to insert a large amount of information. The importance of these properties and the acceptable thresholds for each are determined by the applications where these schemes will be used. For example, watermarking schemes for copyright protection usually require more robustness than capacity and schemes for multimedia enrichment are more concerned with capacity rather than robustness.
A digital watermarking scheme, referred in this document as conventional watermarking, consists on two processes: embedding and extraction. In the embedding process a secret message M is hidden in a host signal X , obtaining in that way a watermarked signal Y that is transmitted over a communication channel where intentional or non intentional attacks can occur. Therefore, the extraction process may receive a watermarked signal Y or an attacked signalŶ . The extraction process can have access to the host signal or not in order to retrieve a message M , also it may or may not retrieve a signal X . In the ideal case, where no attacks occur during transmission, the recovered message M is equal to the embedded message M and the recovered signal X is very similar to the host signal X . Figure 1 shows the elements of a conventional watermarking scheme.
A. EVALUATION METRICS
Two important properties of digital watermarking schemes are the perceptual similarity between a host and a watermarked signal, and the embedding capacity. In order to measure the perceptual similarity of signals some metrics calculate the differences between an original and a watermarked signal. The peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) [6] measures the maximum signal to noise ratio found on a signal and is typically used for image and video signals. The PSNR is calculated with the following formula:
where N is the total number of samples in the signals, MAX is the maximum possible value of a sample, X n corresponds to the n-th sample of the original signal X and Y n is the n-th sample of the watermarked signal Y . The signal to noise ratio (SNR) [6] reflects the distortion that a watermark imposes over a signal and is typically used for audio. The SNR is expressed in decibels and is given by: where N is the total number of samples in the signals, X n corresponds to the n-th sample of the original signal X and Y n is the n-th sample of the watermarked signal Y . For both metrics a higher value means that the watermarked signal is more similar to the original one, i.e. it has a smaller degradation, and a lower value means a bigger degradation. An objective measure to evaluate audio quality is the objective difference grade (ODG). The objective measurement algorithms model the listening behavior of humans and their output is a number that describes the audibility of distortions. The objective measurement method of the perceived audio quality (PEAQ) is an international standard, ITU-R BS.1387, their values range from 0 to −4 and are given in Table 1 . This algorithm compares the difference between a reference signal (original) and a test signal (watermarked); both signals are processed by an auditory system that calculates and estimates audible components of the signal. These components can be considered as the representation of the signals in the human auditory system. The internal representation is related to the masked threshold, which in turn is based on a psychoacoustic model. From these two internal representations an audible difference is calculated and the cognitive model calculates the ODG value from the audible difference [7] . As previously mentioned, another property of watermarking schemes is the embedding capacity that refers to the number of bits that a watermark encodes within a unit of time or within a signal. The amount of bits that can be embedded in an image are measured by bits per pixel (bpp) and the bits that can be embedded within an audio are measured by bits per second or by bits per sample (bps). The threshold for acceptable degradation values, embedding capacity and robustness depend on the applications where the watermarking scheme will be used.
In conventional watermarking schemes, host signals that carry payload suffer some level of degradation. Although this degradation can be controlled with a threshold, it is inevitable that these modifications occur. The embedding process of conventional schemes modifies the host signal in such a manner that the original values are lost. The extraction process recovers the hidden data and even though the retrieved signal is very similar to the original one, it is not error free because of the degradation introduced during the embedding process. Even though this review focuses only on reversible watermarking, there are works that overview robust strategies for conventional watermarking, such as [8] , [9] .
Some applications require the use and transmission of high-quality signals like in teleconferencing [10] , navigating and alerting for the blind [11] , warning and supporting for traffic situations in vehicles [12] , [13] or aviation [14] applications that require high-quality audio; high-resolution imagery applications include electronic presentations for business, education and advertising, in the entertainment industry for home theater or electronic cinema projections, in military, transportation and medical applications, and game simulation or training simulations [15] . In some cases, like in the commercial field, it is desired that these high-quality signals do not suffer loss of data. However, in the military and medical fields, applications like treatment of voice disorders or in systems for aviation warning, it is essential that these signals do not suffer any kind of degradation.
Assume a medical application in tele-rehabilitation for voice and speech disorders [16] , where a doctor receives an audio with a patient's speech, analyses it and diagnoses a treatment. A watermarking scheme can be used to insert additional information about the patient's current conditions, so there is no need to send that data in an additional file. If the additional data was embedded into the speech using a conventional watermarking scheme, when the extraction process retrieves the watermark there will be loss of data in the recovered speech. In such scenario, a reliable diagnosis cannot be made, because the doctor might have a speech with a lower quality than the necessary to evaluate the voice or speech of the patient. Even though conventional watermarking schemes can be limited to low distortion with a quality constraint, the host signal will not be completely recovered.
This example helps to illustrate that conventional watermarking schemes are not sufficient for certain applications. With this situation in mind, some modifications were made to the conventional watermarking schemes and reversible watermarking arose. Reversible watermarking schemes have the advantage that the host signal can be reconstructed after the watermarks are recovered, contrary to conventional watermarking where the host signal is lost and only a similar version of the signal can be retrieved. Figure 2 shows the elements in a reversible watermarking scheme.
In the same way as in conventional watermarking, in reversible watermarking a secret message M is hidden into a host signal X , resulting in a watermarked signal Y and is then transmitted through a communication channel. The extraction process requires Y and control data in order reconstruct the host signal X and it also recovers a message M . The difference with conventional schemes is their ability to perfectly reconstruct the host signal in a lossless manner, but to do so, control data is essential.
In this survey, we focus on analyzing the capacity of reversible watermarking schemes to resist attacks, i.e. their robustness. For many years, reversible watermarking schemes were intrinsically fragile, i.e. the schemes did not deal with any kind of attacks at all; these schemes worked in scenarios that supposed a noise free communication channel for transmitting the watermarked signals. However, as scenarios grew more elaborate, attacks began to be considered as an inevitable condition in the communication channel, and therefore these considerations had to be included in the design of reversible watermarking.
As it was previously mentioned, this review focuses on reversible watermarking schemes and more precisely on the robustness of reversible strategies. The classification proposed in this manuscript is presented in Figure 3 . Reversible watermarking schemes are fragile by nature, a review of these techniques is given in Section II, comprehensive reviews on fragile reversible watermarking schemes for images have been reported in [17] , [18] . The rest of the categories from Figure 3 are reviewed in Section III of this manuscript. Robust reversible watermarking can be further divided in semi-fragile reversible watermarking which resists fewer attacks than robust reversible watermarking schemes. Although self-recovery watermarking schemes cannot be considered reversible watermarking schemes in a strict sense, we include them in Section III because they present a sort of robustness in which they allow the restoration of the watermarked signals, although they do not carry a secret message within. Self-recovery watermarking schemes can be further classified as those with perfect and approximate reconstruction. Finally, a special case of robustness that has been recently studied is also analyzed in this section, namely reversible watermarking with watermark and signal robustness, this special kind of scheme combines strategies from fragile reversible watermarking and self-recovery watermarking to design schemes that are capable of both extracting the watermark information and reconstructing host signals.
The rest of the document is organized as follows: a review of the most significant fragile reversible watermarking schemes is presented in Section II. A review on robustness in reversible watermarking schemes is presented in Section III. The findings from this extensive review are summarized in Section IV. Finally, the conclusions and open problems of the work are given in Section V.
II. FRAGILE REVERSIBLE WATERMARKING SCHEMES
In the previous section, it was stated that conventional watermarking schemes are not a suitable option for applications that require intact signals after watermark extraction, i.e. that require signals that maintain very high quality. For this reason, reversible watermarking schemes were proposed. The latter schemes insert watermarks and after extraction the modifications caused by embedding are reversed in order to produce non-altered signals. However, because the reversibility requirement imposes a big restriction, most reversible watermarking schemes in the literature are fragile by nature, i.e. their ability to extract the watermark and restore the original values of the signal is restricted only to those watermarked signals that were not altered in any manner. In this section, a review of the most relevant fragile reversible watermarking techniques used for images and audio signals is presented.
These schemes are reviewed by the watermarking technique they use, namely error expansion based and histogram shifting based schemes. In this section, comparisons of schemes are presented and the results they report are detailed; BPP is used to measure the payload they insert and PSNR is used to measure the degradation of the watermarked images; BPS is used to measure payload, SNR and ODG are used to measure the quality of watermarked audio signals. Although other metrics exist for both images and audio signals, these are the only ones adopted in this review because they are the most commonly used metrics throughout the literature, other metrics are not adopted by all the works and a comparison of these metrics is not possible.
A. ERROR EXPANSION BASED SCHEMES
Error expansion is the technique most used in reversible watermarking, both for images and audio signals. The general idea is to calculate an error, that can be obtained directly from a difference between pixels or samples, or it can be the error between the sample and its predicted value, for instance. The error is expanded and the watermark bit is inserted in the least significant bit (LSB). The most relevant techniques of error expansion are Difference Expansion (DE), Interpolation-Error Expansion (IEE), and Prediction-Error Expansion (PEE). In [17] a review on image reversible watermarking schemes is presented, with special focus on prediction error expansion techniques. In this section we elaborate on both image and audio reversible watermarking schemes based on error expansion. The most relevant schemes for image reversible watermarking are presented in Table 2 , and schemes for audio signals are presented in Table 3 .
1) AMPLITUDE EXPANSION
Amplitude expansion technique has only been proposed for audio reversible watermarking schemes, the idea behind it is to simply expand the time-domain values of the samples to make room for watermark insertion in the LSB. A companding strategy is introduced to control the degradation introduced by this expansion. The scheme by [32] is the first to propose this strategy, where the value of one sample, i.e. its amplitude, is expanded and a watermark bit can be inserted in the LSB. To control underflow and overflow problems, a companding (compression and expansion) approach is introduced, where quantized compression and quantized expansion functions are proposed. The audio signal is compressed, then a left bit-shift is performed so the watermark can be embedded; the compressed signal is expanded and a companding error is obtained; the companding error is compressed and forms part of the watermark. The watermark consists of the data to be embedded, the compressed companding error and overhead data. In [33] a fragile steganography scheme for integrity verification applications is presented, it uses amplitude expansion in intDCT domain.
IntDCT coefficients are grouped into M regions, the first M /2 groups are reserved for amplitude optimization and remaining groups are used for watermark embedding. Positional data indicate groups that were embedded and groups where amplitude was optimized to avoid overflow. After embedding, the inverse intDCT transform is applied to obtain the watermarked audio. In [34] a scheme is presented where two watermarks are embedded: a robust and a reversible watermark. Under no attacks, the scheme can recover both watermarks. The robust watermark can be extracted after bandpass filtering, Gaussian noise, and additive delay. The scheme uses intMDCT coefficients to insert two watermarks. The robust one is embedded using spread-spectrum modulation based on a pseudo-random number (PRN) sequence. The reversible watermark is embedded in frequency coefficients as well, using an amplitude expansion technique.
2) DIFFERENCE EXPANSION
Difference expansion technique calculates a difference between current pixel or current sample and another pixel or sample from its neighbor area. This difference is then expanded to make space for the watermark bit. In [19] a combined strategy for insertion in spatial prediction error and frequency prediction errors is proposed. The first stage inserts watermark bits in spatial domain using PEE, and the second stage in high frequency obtained through an integer Haar wavelet transform using DE. In [20] a scheme is proposed where a difference is calculated using four pixels, and it is an improvement to Tian, et al. scheme [44] . In [21] their previous transformations are generalized in order to insert watermark bits in three or four differences to N differences. They use each color component to carry payload, therefore increasing embedding capacity. In [22] , differences are calculated on overlapped blocks, and watermark bits can be embedded in the differences of these overlapped blocks, i.e., the theoretical embedding capacity is 1 bpp. The scheme can be applied multiple times (multi-embedding) achieving an embedding capacity of 2 bpp with acceptable degradation. However, practical limitations of multi-embedding capacity vs. degradation have to be further explored. A scheme for audio is proposed by [35] , it is based on a generalized reversible integer transform (GRIT) originally proposed for images. For each audio frame, samples of close proximity are grouped into vectors of size 2 and 3 (for dyad and triplet transforms). Experimental results are obtained with triplet and dyad-based transforms, where the dyad-based transform is identical to Tian's scheme. This work shows that a difference expansion technique can be applied to audio signals and it was found that the triplet-based transform achieves higher embedding capacities than the dyad-based one with similar peak signalto-noise ratio (PSNR) results.
3) INTERPOLATION ERROR EXPANSION
This technique is based on the idea that by interpolating the values of neighbor pixels or samples, a better estimation can be obtained and therefore the error can be reduced. In [23] a Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) strategy is used to determine the optimal weights used to interpolate the current pixel estimation. In [24] a new rhombus interpolation is proposed, in a simple and straightforward manner they determine if the prediction is to be obtained with four or two neighbors, and also determine if a horizontal or vertical prediction is more appropriate. After this prediction, classical PEE is applied, histogram shifting is used to reduce the size of the location map, and a compressed location map along with a header are inserted in the reserved pixels. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed interpolation prediction outperforms MED and GAP predictors. In [25] a genetic algorithm is used to determine weights of neighboring pixels used for interpolation prediction. The scheme by [36] is based on classical interpolation error expansion for images, with an adaptation of processing frames of samples for audio signals. In this work, a new methodology to construct a boundary map is proposed, where a quantization factor is considered. Experimental results reported in this work indicate how the quantization bits affect the embedding capacity, the signal degradation and the size of the boundary map. With more quantization bits there is lower embedding capacity, lower degradation and the boundary map is smaller; with less quantization bits there is higher embedding capacity, higher degradation and the boundary map is bigger; however, by reducing quantization bits, embedding capacity and the boundary map do not increase in the same ratio, i.e. the size of the boundary map becomes a minor concern given the embedding capacity obtained.
4) PREDICTION ERROR EXPANSION
This technique explores different sorts of strategies to obtain predictors, which can reduce the prediction error and therefore reducing the degradation. The idea that [26] introduces is embedding the watermark bit on the context pixels in order to reduce the perceptual impact of the embedding process. The theoretical construction is tested using three different predictors, namely MED, GAP and SGAP. These implementations are also optimized to further improve transparency. In [27] a modification to classical PEE is proposed and two thresholds are introduced to control capacity and degradation of the scheme. The scheme by [28] presents a multi-bit embedding strategy that modifies classical PEE, where instead of expanding the prediction error two times, this prediction error is expanded n times to allow the insertion of more than one bit into the LSBs. A combined strategy of Histogram Shifting and overflow/underflow map is used at detection to identify which pixels do not carry watermark information. Histogram shifting modifies the pixels so their values are greater than a fixed threshold, at detection pixels that exceed the threshold are re-adjusted to their original value without extracting information. The remaining pixels that cannot be shifted are marked in an underflow/overflow map, which has better compression than a classical location map. In [29] they continue their previous work of using two thresholds for controlling the embedding of the watermark, but proposing improvements to reduce the embedding degradation and yet maintaining the fine tuning for embedding capacity. In [30] a local prediction-based scheme is proposed, as opposed to classical schemes based on global prediction. For each pixel, a block of size B × B is selected and a local predictor is derived for each pixel calculated with least squares (LS). At detection, the same predictors can be derived by extracting in reverse order and by substituting the central pixel with an approximation (obtained with a classical fixed predictor such as MED, GAP, SGAP). Pixels in the borders of the image are calculated with fixed classical predictors as opposed to the local predictors. A histogram shifting strategy is implemented for pixels that do not carry watermark information, and a location map is constructed to mark underflow and overflow pixels. This local prediction-based scheme outperforms other schemes in the literature, at the cost of greater computational cost. In [31] an adaptive pixel pairing is presented to reduce distortion, considering low embedding capacities. They use error expansion to insert the watermark bits in every pair of pixels and a histogram shifting strategy to reduce the pixels that need to be marked in the location map.
The work in [37] presents a prediction error expansion scheme for audio signals. In this work, an integer coefficient prediction is obtained from consecutive audio samples weighted by three prediction coefficients; these coefficient predictors are obtained from a coefficient matrix that contains VOLUME 7, 2019 all the permutations of the weights. They use a location map instead of a histogram shifting strategy to control underflow and overflow. The location map is compressed and appended to the watermark along with the prediction coefficients. The extraction process uses the prediction coefficients and the decompressed location map to extract the watermark and restore the audio samples. A threshold T can control the embedding distortion caused by the scheme, however it also limits the embedding capacity. In [38] a reversible audio watermarking scheme is proposed and it uses the general idea of prediction error expansion from [45] but adapted for audio signals. A n-th order autoregressive linear prediction is proposed and adaptive weights are used to obtain a linear prediction with a Burg method [46] . In [39] another scheme is proposed and is based on a previous scheme. This work uses a modified prediction error expansion technique to insert a watermark. In the strategy presented, the prediction values and prediction errors are calculated in the same way as in the previous work, but an expansion factor β, where β > 1, is introduced to control the expansion factor, for β = 2 the method is the same as the previous one. A rounding function F(.) is also introduced, where the prediction error is first compressed by β and then rounded. The watermark bit is embedded if the prediction error can be recovered through the compression and rounding performed by F(.). In [40] a prediction error expansion scheme based on Thodi and Rodriguez' original method [45] is proposed. In this work, a non-causal predictor is proposed to be used for reversible audio watermarking. This predictor presents better performance than other predictors in the literature. The linear non-causal predictor proposed by the authors takes past and future values of the signal to calculate a prediction value. Embedding of the watermark is performed in two stages, for each stage two groups of samples are selected; the first group consists of odd samples and the second of even samples. Two samples of the first group are used to calculate one prediction value for the second group; the prediction errors are obtained by subtracting the prediction values from the original sample values of the second group. A second stage of embedding takes the watermarked samples in the second group to obtain the prediction values of the first group; the prediction errors are obtained subtracting the prediction values from the watermarked sample values of the first group. The scheme by [41] proposes a new method to calculate non-causal predictors that reduce prediction-errors in an adaptive way. Minimum error power is used to find the minimum prediction-errors for the selected context and prediction coefficients. A double embedding approach is adopted. It divides audio samples in two sets, the prediction-context is adaptively selected for the first set and watermark bits are embedded with those parameters, later the prediction-context of the second set is found using the modified samples from the first set. However, in order to find adequate prediction coefficients and to find the minimum prediction-errors, two parameters must be found, namely K 1 and K 2 . The performance of the whole strategy depends on the values of these two parameters, but their calculation is not clearly described. In [42] a strategy originally proposed for images is adapted to classical audio PEE. The main idea is to insert the watermark bits using two thresholds, namely T and T − 1, for capacity control. First D bits are inserted using a threshold T , then the remaining bits are inserted using T − 1. The two-threshold strategy can be implemented independently of the prediction used. Optimal results are obtained for 0.6 bps. In [43] two reversible watermarking schemes for audio authentication are presented, one uses difference expansion based on Tian's work [44] and the other uses prediction error expansion based on Thodi and Rodriguez' work [45] . Both the difference expansion method and the prediction error expansion method are very similar to the original works for images, except that they work with the integer discrete cosine transform (intDCT) coefficients obtained from the host audio signals. The original difference expansion method uses consecutive pixel pairs to calculate the differences to be expanded, whereas the audio implementation uses past and future odd intDCT coefficients.
B. HISTOGRAM SHIFTING BASED SCHEMES
Another technique for reversible watermarking broadly used is histogram shifting. The main idea of histogram shifting is to obtain the histogram of gray level pixels in the image, then the highest and lowest bin in the histogram are found, the lowest bin is emptied and the positions of the pixels corresponding to that gray level intensity are saved for reversibility, then the bins between the highest and lowest bin are right shifted by adding one to the gray level values of the corresponding pixels; watermark insertion is performed on those pixels that correspond to the new empty bin. Table 4 presents some of the most relevant works that propose histogram shifting strategies.
In [57] a scheme with 48.5 dB is reported, it uses histogram shifting and its contribution is the introduction of a down-sampling of the images prior embedding, however an up-sampling is required after data insertion; the location map constructed during embedding is used to detect tampering and collage attacks. In [54] 59 dB of PSNR are reported for a scheme that uses histogram shifting and do not require additional information to restore the host image, it uses a shifting strategy to control the underflow and overflow problem, thus it does not require a location map. The scheme is designed for images in Digital Imaging and Communication in Medicine (DICOM) format. Nonetheless, the embedding strategy uses many cases that can increase the complexity of the algorithm and those cases depend on the size of the blocks that are used for processing the images. In [53] a work that reaches 56.7 dB is presented and it uses dynamic histogram shifting with two types of modulation, pixel histogram shifting and dynamic prediction-error histogram shifting; it can insert data in areas of the image with texture, where other schemes fail and it has an acceptable trade-off between embedding capacity and distortion. In [55] a scheme is proposed and it reports the highest embedding capacity found to date with 6.56 bpp, it also has a low perceptual impact with a PSNR value of 54.3 dB; this scheme uses a histogram shifted imitated technique that can use a multi-layer embedding and allows a higher embedding capacity. The results reported were obtained with 10 layers, but with one layer it only reaches 0.5 bpp. This version of the histogram shifting technique does not reach a high embedding capacity, but instead of using as reference the highest peak of the histogram from the whole image, the histogram is taken from segments of the image. The perceptual impact depends on the segmentation of the image and can be set very low, so a multi-embedding technique can be used to increase embedding capacity without significant distortion to the watermarked image. In [56] a scheme is proposed and it obtains 48.7 dB of PSNR and it uses histogram shifting; interpolation errors are calculated between two sets of pixels previously selected and a histogram is constructed from those errors, data is embedded by shifting the histogram bins; this scheme can improve its embedding capacity if it is applied multiple times. The scheme by [50] reaches 51.8 dB of PSNR by using histogram shifting, the histogram is constructed from the differences between the original image and a difference image; by applying the scheme multiple times, it can reach 1.4 bpp and 36 dB, however the control information grows with each iteration. In [49] a scheme is presented, it uses histogram shifting and reports a PSNR value of 48.3 dB; the embedding is performed by modifying the pixels based on their tonal distribution, it does not require a location map in order to solve the underflow and overflow problem, but its embedding capacity is low. The scheme by [51] reaches 47 dB and uses histogram shifting, which is constructed by calculating the differences between neighboring pixels instead of the direct values of the pixels; although its embedding capacity with one layer is small it could be improved by applying the scheme multiple times. The work by [52] embeds 1.16 bpp using a combined technique of histogram shifting and error prediction, the errors are calculated with rhombus prediction and the histogram is constructed from those errors, the embedding capacity is reached by using multiple bins to insert the watermark. In [48] a payload of 1.51 bpp is inserted, the scheme uses histogram shifting and allows a double stage insertion with low perceptual impact; however, the double insertion cannot be performed in all the bins from the histogram. The scheme by [47] obtains a PSNR value of 49.4 dB and uses histogram shifting, it calculates differences among pixels and constructs a histogram with two peaks from those differences, each peak is used as a reference for embedding; the scheme is fragile, it can detect tampering and it is used for authentication.
As it can be seen, prediction error expansion is the most explored technique in the literature for both images and audio signals. Since fragile reversible watermarking schemes assume scenarios without attacks they do not concern with robustness and instead they try to increase embedding capacity and to maintain acceptable levels of transparency. Fewer strategies have been proposed for audio signals than images, although some prediction error expansion schemes present competitive results.
Next section presents an analysis of reversible watermarking schemes that consider robustness as a desirable property. A classification in terms of the type of robustness presented by these schemes is proposed.
III. REVIEW OF ROBUSTNESS IN REVERSIBLE WATERMARKING
Reversible watermarking schemes can exhibit a certain degree of robustness against attacks, i.e., their capacity to extract watermarks after some modifications have occurred to the watermarked signal. This robustness property has been rarely explored and so far, robustness in reversible watermarking has been approached from the following points of view: robustness of the watermark, and a special type of schemes called self-recovery that allow signal restoration. Although self-recovery schemes cannot be strictly categorized as reversible watermarking schemes, we include them in this section because of their capacity to counteract modifications made by attacks and to regenerate original signals.
A. ROBUST REVERSIBLE WATERMARKING
Robust reversible watermarking schemes allow the recovery of watermarks and the host signal when attacks are not present in the communication channel. When attacks do occur, only the watermarks can be extracted, and there is no guarantee that the host signal can be reconstructed. In an attack situation, the recovered signal may be very similar to the host one, nonetheless it is not exactly the same, thus in this situation there is no reversibility. These two scenarios are depicted in Figure 4 . Based on the watermark robustness, these schemes can be further classified as semi-fragile or robust.
1) SEMI-FRAGILE WATERMARKS
Reversible schemes with semi-fragile watermarks have a certain degree of robustness against a reduced set of attacks. The watermarks in the semi-fragile schemes resist only unintentional attacks, like slight compression; on the other hand, the watermarks in the robust schemes should be able to survive intentional attacks, like signal processing operations. The former were the first efforts to preserve the embedded watermarks after some kind of processing was applied to the watermarked signal.
The first semi-fragile reversible watermarking scheme found in the literature is the one proposed by [58] , it can detect regions of the image that were tampered but the watermarked images suffer from salt-and-pepper noise. In [59] a scheme is proposed and it works with images in the spatial domain and resists JPEG compression; however, the watermarked images suffer from salt-and-pepper noise. In [60] and [61] the problem of salt-and-pepper from the previous schemes is solved; this scheme also works with images in the spatial domain and resists JPEG and JPEG2000 compression; nonetheless, this scheme has low embedding capacity. In [62] and [63] another scheme that solves salt-and-pepper is presented, images in the integer wavelet transform (IWT) domain are used and the scheme resists JPEG2000 compression, but the embedding capacity is also low. In [64] a scheme is proposed, it uses IWT domain and resists JPEG compression. In [65] a scheme is designed where images embedded in the spatial domain resist JPEG compression. The work by [66] proposes a semi-fragile scheme based on IWT transform and histogram shifting technique, the cover image is divided into nonoverlapping blocks, IWT coefficients are obtained for each block and then a multi-level histogram shifting mechanism is applied to insert the watermark bits. When no attacks occur the schee is completely reversible and it is semi-fragile against JPEG compression. In [67] a semi-fragile reversible watermarking scheme is proposed and based on Slantlet transform (SLT). The cover image is divided into blocks and SLT coefficients of each block are obtained for watermark insertion. This scheme is robust against JPEG compression. In [68] a semi-fragile reversible watermarking scheme is proposed, it is based on IWT, and two watermarks are inserted: a robust (semi-fragile) and a fragile one. The robust watermark is inserted in mid-low frequencies in IWT, and the fragile watermark contains information for reversibility, the fragile watermark is inserted in spatial domain using histogram shifting. The scheme is robust agains JPEG compression. Table 5 depicts a summary of these schemes.
2) ROBUST WATERMARKS
The first robust reversible watermarking schemes appeared in 2007 with the work by [69] where a scheme that works with images in the spatial domain is proposed, it is robust to various attacks such as flipping, rotation, up-sizing, increasing aspect ratio, cropping, drawing, among others; however, the embedding capacity is low. In [70] a scheme that works in integer transform domain (ITD) is presented and is robust against cropping. The work by [71] proposes a scheme that works with magnetic resonance images in spatial domain and it is robust against JPEG compression. In [72] a scheme that works in IWT domain is introduced and it has robustness to cropping and salt-and-pepper noise. In [73] a scheme for images and signals in the spatial and temporal domain is proposed, both images and signals can be processed in the transform domain. This scheme is robust against the addition of white Gaussian noise (AWGN). The work by [74] presents a scheme in wavelet domain that is robust against JPEG compression. In [75] a scheme that works with images in discrete cosine transform (DCT) domain is introduced and it is robust to blurring, brightness, contrast and cropping, among others. In [76] a method in IWT domain is proposed and it presents robustness against brightness, JPEG and JPEG2000 compression, cropping and inversion. In [77] a scheme in DWT domain is presented that is robust to JPEG compression, AWGN, salt and pepper noise, scaling and blurring, among others. In [78] a scheme that uses images in spatial domain is introduced and it is robust against JPEG compression. The work by [79] also presents a scheme that works with images in spatial domain and is robust to JPEG compression. In [80] a scheme that works with images in IWT domain is designed and it is robust against brightness, contrast, posterization, inversion, cropping, JPEG, and JPEG2000 compression. In [81] and [82] schemes that work with images in spatial domain are presented, both are robust against JPEG and JPEG2000 compression, and additive AWGN. In [83] a scheme that uses images in wavelet domain is introduced, it is robust against JPEG and JPEG2000 compression, and additive AWGN as well. The work by [84] presents a robust reversible watermarking scheme that uses a logistic chaotic map to select the regions for data hiding and also controls a threshold that is used to balance reversibility and robustness. Because of the characteristics of chaotic maps, the scheme also has an increased security compared against other schemes in the literature. In [85] a scheme is proposed, based on the Slantlet transform (SLT). The image is divided into non overlapping blocks, each block is transformed using SLT, and the mean value of a chosen high frequency subband is modified to carry watermark information. Overflow and underflow are controlled with a histogram shifting technique. This scheme is robust against JPEG, JPEG2000, additive Gaussian noise (AGN), and salt and pepper noise, and robust to some extent against sharpenning and histogram equalization. The work by [86] proposes a robust scheme for color images, it is based on pixel-value-offset of each block from the image. Table 6 presents a summary of these schemes.
B. SELF-RECOVERY WATERMARKING
Although self-recovery schemes are not reversible watermarking schemes in the strict sense, they are worth to be included in this overview because their capacity to reconstruct original signals, whether attacks occurred in the transmission channel or not. This is an important aspect to notice, because reversible watermarking lacks of this characteristic; i.e. in the presence of attacks, robust reversible watermarking schemes recover the watermarks but not the host signal, and self-recovery schemes recover that host signal. Nonetheless, self-recovery schemes cannot embed useful payload. In other words, their whole embedding capacity is used to insert control data and no watermarks at all. Control data contain either a compressed version of the signal or significant characteristics that help in the reconstruction process. Self-recovery schemes can be further categorized as schemes with approximate or perfect reconstruction and are explained below. VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 5. Elements in a self-recovery scheme with approximate reconstruction. FIGURE 6. Elements in a self-recovery scheme with perfect reconstruction. Figure 5 shows the elements in a self-recovery scheme with approximate reconstruction. This type of schemes can detect tampered regions of a signal and try to reconstruct the tampered regions using the embedded control data. Although this reconstructed signal may be similar to the original signal, it is not a lossless version of the host signal. Table 9 presents the self-recovery schemes with approximate signal reconstruction. The first works that recovered a signal after this was subjected to attacks were proposed by [87] , [88] . From these works many others have been proposed, some of them modify the domain where the embedding takes place, others improve the compression method to calculate control data. Some relevant works will be briefly described below.
1) APPROXIMATE RECONSTRUCTION
As previously mentioned, the first works to reconstruct an image after some malicious operation was applied to the watermarked signals were [87] , [88] . These schemes utilized DCT domain to embed a compressed version of the image into itself. In [89] the first scheme for video signals was proposed and it was a modified version of the MPEG (Moving Picture Experts Group) compression standard. In [90] the first scheme for audio signals was proposed, it inserts the watermarks in temporal domain and the scheme was only able to detect the places where the audio had been modified, but could not correct these modifications. In [91] the first scheme for audio signals able to correct modifications by cropping was proposed, with a certain degree of accuracy for correction. Recent works like the ones proposed by [92] and [93] improve the quality of reconstructed images after they have been subjected to attacks. But even though these are high-quality images, they are not lossless versions of the original image. In [94] a self-recovery scheme based on singular value decomposition (SVD) is proposed. The cover image is divided into blocks, and from each block its singular values are obtained, two detection keys are generated from those values, these keys are unique for each block. A randomblock mapping sequence and optimization strategies are used for tamper detection.
2) PERFECT RECONSTRUCTION Figure 6 shows the elements in a self-recovery scheme with perfect reconstruction. Like the schemes with approximate reconstruction, these can detect the regions where the signal was tampered and with the embedded control data, they can reconstruct the tampered regions. However, the reconstructed signal has exactly the same values that the ones in the host signal, i.e., they achieve perfect signal reconstruction. Table 7 presents the self-recovery schemes with perfect signal reconstruction capability. All of them were proposed for image signals and work in the spatial domain. The first method was proposed by [95] , where the image is perfectly reconstructed after content replacement, as long as tampered areas are not too extensive. In [96] the scheme from [95] is improved, it can also reconstruct the image after content replacement attack as long as the tampered area is smaller than 24% of the image. In [97] a scheme that can perfectly reconstruct an image after cropping attack is presented, as long as the tampered area is smaller than 25% of the image. In [98] their previous approach from [97] is improved in terms of computational cost for tamper restoration. This method, as well as the previous one performs the restoration of tampered areas in an iterative manner, where the first iterations yield approximate restoration, but as the iterations increase so does the restoration quality. In [99] a self-recovery scheme for audio signals is presented. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first effort in the literature to propose such a scheme for audio signals. A reduced version of the audio samples in time domain, i.e. reference bits, is calculated, and hash bits are obtained to identify tampered segments in the received audio signals. Both reference bits and hash bits are inserted into intDCT high frequencies using a reversible watermarking technique, namely prediction-error expansion.
The drawback of both types of self-recovery schemes is that they can reconstruct the signal only if the tampered area is not too extensive. If too many regions of the signal were corrupted, then the values of the compressed version that was originally embedded may be corrupted or lost during attacks. Because of this, not all the tampered regions may be reconstructed and if there were too many tampered regions, the whole image would be lost.
From the robust reversible watermarking schemes and self-recovery schemes analyzed so far, an interesting relationship arises. Robust reversible watermarking and self-recovery schemes seem to complement each other in a general objective: recover what was lost during attacks. Robust reversible watermarking recovers the watermarks, while self-recovery recovers the host signal. Considering that robust reversible watermarking and self-recovery schemes can complement each other, a new type of scheme was proposed, exploring the idea of having a reversible watermarking scheme that, under certain circumstances, can reconstruct both the watermark and the host signal in the presence of attacks.
C. REVERSIBLE WATERMARKING WITH WATERMARK AND SIGNAL ROBUSTNESS
In this scenario, a watermarking scheme can reconstruct the host signal and the watermarks, regardless if certain attacks were present during transmission, as depicted in Figure 7 . This problem was originally addressed from the point of view of communications theory. It is possible to reconstruct the watermark and the host signal after some theoretical attack within a symmetric binary transmission channel. However, even if some specific attack is established, this kind of scheme is not suitable for practical watermarking applications.
Watermark and signal robustness were first analyzed by [100] , where a theoretical analysis of this situation is given. In this work a scenario is presented where a binary mark is embedded in a binary host signal, which in turn is transmitted through a symmetric binary channel. This transmission channel can cause a certain distortion to the watermarked signal and/or the embedded data. A host signal (image) is compressed in a lossless manner and a bit-stream of auxiliary data is concatenated. This auxiliary data contains the watermark and control data to reconstruct the host image. This scheme is extended to work in channels with attacks and it is solved by attaching error correcting codes to the auxiliary data. In this paper, only the theoretical foundations are given for an over-simplification of the problem, and although this is a valid scenario for a communications problem, it does not satisfy the idea behind digital watermarking where the watermarked signal must appear unaltered to the unaware observer.
The works by [101] - [108] , and [109] continue the theoretical analysis given by [100] , trying to improve the compressor, thus achieving higher theoretical payload capacities. In [110] a code construction that enhances payload capacity is proposed and an example on how to improve a histogram shifting method by including these codes is explained. This modified histogram shifting method only supports binary images. In [111] an extension to their codes to gray-scale signals is presented and two histogram shifting methods are modified to include codes for gray-scale images. These modifications enhanced payload capacity given a distortion constraint; however, only the distortion caused by the embedding process is considered, not the distortion caused by attacks. Figure 8 depicts a summary of these works and their most important characteristics.
Some of the works analyzed so far have tackled the problem when malicious attacks occur in the transmission channel by converting the non-binary host signal into a binary host signal and then applying existing methods. However, that is not the objective of digital watermarking for multimedia content. Because of that, some efforts have proposed reversible watermarking schemes that, to some extent, can restore the watermark and the host signal after certain attacks occur during transmission.
In order to achieve both types of robustness, a framework was proposed by [112] where a fragile reversible watermarking scheme is concatenated with a self-recovery scheme with perfect restoration. After attacks, self-recovery restoration is applied first to restore the host signal in a lossless manner, and later the watermark is extracted with the fragile reversible scheme. In this way, two independent schemes are combined in a framework to be used as one scheme. Table 8 presents the works that have designed reversible watermarking schemes with watermark and signal robustness. The first to introduce the idea was proposed by [112] where an approach for images was presented. Later, a master's thesis [113] follows the construction proposed by [112] and implements several combinations of fragile reversible watermarking schemes and three self-recovery schemes for images with perfect restoration, presented in Table 7 . Later, a PhD thesis implements this kind of framework for audio signals; a reversible watermarking scheme for audio [115] and a self-recovery scheme for audio [99] had to be designed to complete the framework.
In summary, robust reversible watermarking schemes have proposed solutions that restore the watermarks, and self-recovery schemes recover the host signal when the watermarked signal suffers modifications caused by attacks. Robust reversible watermarking schemes can be semi-fragile, as the works listed in Table 5 , and more recent efforts have presented reversible schemes with robust watermarks as the works given in Table 6 . Self-recovery schemes can have approximate reconstruction of the signal, like the works presented in Table 9 ; but very few have perfect reconstruction of the signal, only five have this property and are given in Table 7 . Recent works have proposed a new type of reversible watermarking scheme that combines fragile reversible watermarking with self-recovery schemes with perfect restoration, to construct a framework for reversible watermarking with watermark and signal robustness; these works are given in Table 8 .
IV. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this manuscript, a review of current state of the art on reversible watermarking schemes has been presented. A special focus has been put on the robustness property of reversible watermarking. Although for many years, reversible watermarking schemes have been considered inherently fragile, this review demonstrates quite a variety of robustness for these schemes.
Fragile reversible watermarking schemes were the first efforts to be proposed, and have been the most popular reversible schemes for many years, therefore the notion of the inherent fragility of reversible watermarking. The most commonly used strategy is based on error expansion for both audio signals and images. Histogram shifting based schemes are another popular technique for reversible schemes, though not as widely used as error expansion. Histogram shifting has been proposed just for images and their results seem to suggest that this type of schemes allow greater payload capacities than error expansion based schemes. However, it is worth to mention that schemes based on histogram shifting with the highest embedding capacities use a multi-level embedding strategy, whereas single-level embedding produces capacities much lower than those obtained with error expansion based schemes. More research has to be done to investigate which strategy yields a better trade-off between embedding capacity and transparency, whether multi-bit prediction error expansion or multi-level histogram shifting.
Robustness in reversible watermarking has been explored mainly for images, with just one scheme for audio signals. Robust reversible watermarking schemes can be regarded as semi-fragile or robust, based on the attacks they resist. Semi-fragile schemes deal only with compression attacks, such as JPEG and JPEG2000 compression, whereas robust schemes deal with common signal processing attacks besides compression. Research is necessary to propose semi-fragile and robust reversible schemes for other types of multimedia, such as audio signals and video.
Self-recovery schemes allow the reconstruction of the original signals after they have suffered attacks. Though they cannot be considered reversible watermarking schemes in the strict sense, since the watermark inserted does not convey a secret message, they do offer a sort of robustness for the signal itself, the watermark is inserted using watermarking techniques and it contains information necessary to counteract attacks. Self-recovery schemes with approximate reconstruction are the schemes where most of the research has been done, strategies have been proposed for all kinds of multimedia content, but specially for images. Most of the strategies for audio signals do not correct attacks, they only detect modifications and the altered regions of the signal are identified. More recent efforts have improved the quality of the reconstructed signals; however, even when these are high quality signals, they are not a lossless representation of the host signals. To the best of our knowledge, only five schemes have been proposed to date that achieve perfect reconstruction of the host signals, from those, only one scheme has been designed for audio signals, and the rest deal with images. However, these schemes resist few attacks, namely content replacement and cropping. This is an interesting topic, and if these schemes can resist a wider range of attacks, applications such as in forensic scenarios could provide not only the identification of counterfeits, but also what the original contents were like prior manipulations.
Watermark and signal robustness is a new type of robustness in reversible watermarking, it combines techniques from fragile reversible watermarking and self-recovery with perfect reconstruction. A framework was proposed and it introduced the idea to combine these schemes to work as a single scheme with both properties, namely, extraction of the watermark after attacks and restoration of the signals without loss of data. Two strategies for images and one for audio signals have been explored, to the best of our knowledge. The performance of this framework depends on the capacity of the self-recovery scheme to resist attacks; therefore, the robustness of the whole construction depends on this capacity.
However, the theoretical capacities for this new kind of robustness in reversible watermarking opens a new path for many applications in scenarios with lossy communication channels. There is much work to be done in this research line. Robustness, transparency, complexity, and security are just some of the aspects of these schemes that can be improved in future works. However, the improvement of this new type of reversible watermarking schemes can provide interesting solutions for several applications like in medicine or military fields.
V. CONCLUSION AND FINAL REMARKS
Robustness is a desired property on digital watermarking schemes, since in most application scenarios attacks will occur. Reversible watermarking is an alternative to conventional watermarking when it is necessary to recover the host signals without loss of data after extraction of the watermark. However, most of the research in reversible watermarking has focused, for many years, on reversibility and acceptable embedding transparency. Therefore, reversible watermarking has been considered as inherently fragile. Nonetheless, this manuscript presents a review of reversible schemes with different types of robustness. A classification based on the robustness presented by the schemes is proposed and schemes in each category are compared.
Based on the requirements of the application scenarios, different watermarking techniques can be used. For instance, if the main goal is to transmit a secret message but the signal obtained after extraction tolerates some level of degradation, conventional watermarking is the best approach. If it is imperative that the watermarks survive many types of attacks and a lossless quality of the signal is not vital, some of the many conventional robust watermarking schemes can be selected, depending on the set of attacks to be considered in the application, i.e. signal processing, geometric, time scale, etc. However if the application does not tolerate distortion of any kind for the carrier signal, reversible watermarking must be used. It is worth to mention that prior the introduction of the reversible watermarking framework with watermark and signal robustness, restoration of the host signals without loss of data after watermark extraction was not possible for any robust reversible scheme. Semi-fragile and robust reversible watermarking provide robustness for the watermarks, but can only guarantee the restoration of the host signals for no attack scenarios. Self-recovery, on the other hand, allows the reconstruction of a signal after it has suffered some attacks, however, these schemes cannot convey a secret message. Reversible watermarking with watermark and signal robustness is the only strategy that allows the restoration of both when some attacks occur. However, the robustness of the latter schemes is limited to content replacement and cropping attacks only.
As it can be seen, the reversibility requirement imposes a big restriction to watermarking strategies, and to design techniques for robust watermarks besides reversibility is not a trivial task. Watermarks need to be inserted in such a way that they can survive attacks, but at the same time modifications caused during embedding must be invertible, which in many cases can be contradictory requirements.
The capacity to resist attacks of all current robust reversible strategies, namely robust reversible watermarking, selfrecovery or reversible watermarking with watermark and signal robustness is limited to non-severe common attacks. Work needs to be done to improve robustness of these schemes, i.e. to widen the types of attacks that can be resisted and to resist more severe attacks. The increase on robustness should not be taken aside of an acceptable trade-off between payload capacity and transparency, whose boundaries are determined by the applications but need to be taken into consideration for all proposals. Finally but not less important is security, the secrecy of the messages to be conveyed by these schemes needs to be properly protected.
